Flex Plans in the ASAC Dashboard

A Flex Plan is an agreement between you and each professor about specific approved accommodations. It is important to make an agreement via the Flex Plan process. We highly recommend you meet with your faculty to discuss this plan and work on it together using the agreement as a guide. This process can be completed through your ASAC Dashboard. Follow the steps below to initiate this process with your professors:

- Log in to your ASAC dashboard at https://bona.accessiblelearning.com/American using your AU credentials.

- On your dashboard, find the box on the left labeled "Accommodations" and select the "Flex Plan" hyperlink.
On the new page, scroll down to the "List Requests For Flex Plan" section and click the "Initiate" hyperlink on the list below. You will have to initiate a separate Flex Plan for each class you will use this accommodation in.

On this page, answer all questions under “List of Questions” in the Flex Plan form. Remember that these are your proposed suggestions and the professor will review them but they are not guaranteed.
Next, scroll down to the “Form Submission” section. After reading the statement, click the box next to “I agree to the statement listed” and then click “Initiate and Request Review” to submit your flex plan request.

Once you click submit, the agreement is sent to your professor. Your professor can either agree to or alter the form. If the professor chooses to make a change, the form will be returned to you for review. At any point during this process, you can request to meet with your professor to discuss this agreement. You can reach out to the ASAC for assistance at any time.

You can see the status of each Flex Plan by following steps 1 and 2 to navigate to the Flex Plan page.

The “Accommodation Requests” box shows how many Flex Plan Requests you have submitted as well as the total number of requests that have been completed by both you and your professor.
– The “Review Needed” box shows how many Flex Plan Requests have been altered by your professor and sent back for you to review. To review these requests, click the “Please Review Flex Plan” hyperlink.
– The “Waiting For Review” box shows how many Flex Plan Requests are currently being reviewed by your professor.

For additional information or clarification, please contact the ASAC front desk at (202) 885-3360 during operating hours or email asac@american.edu. Alternatively, you may contact your assigned ASAC staff member.